Only from Nemco!

Easy Flowering Onion Cutter
™

Take all the labor out of this
high-dollar customer favorite for
a profit of 700% or more!

a ‘Colossal’ Moneymaking
Opportunity
Cash in big time on the immensely popular flowering-onion appetizer
with this easy-to-use manual tool that reduces all the painstaking labor
down to one pull of a handle.

Super-Fast ROI

When you can make ’em as fast as they eat ’em, just imagine. . .
This machine pays for itself after only one 50 lb. bag of colossal onions!
• Load a peeled onion and pull the lever. It’s that simple and fast. All the
labor comes out of the process, but not the presentation—or the price.
• The ergonomic handle and lever action take all the strain off the user,
further maximizing productivity.
• Easily disassembles for cleaning too!

Relentless Performance

Suggested Uses
Create the perfect signature-item appetizer
using colossal or regular-sized onions. Or dip
the ends of a flowered raw onion in food coloring
to produce a magnificent onion garnish.
General Specifications
For Model No. 55700
Dimensions
Equipment (w x d x h)
131⁄2" x 111⁄4" x 17"
Shipping carton (w x d x h) 141⁄4" x 181⁄2" x 171⁄4"
Equipment weight
16 lbs.
Shipping weight
20 lbs.

For a menu item this popular, you can’t afford a breakdown.

Optional Accessories

• All cast-aluminum and stainless-steel construction for durability.
• High-strength bearings stand up to nonstop, heavy-duty activity.
• Wide base and suction-cup feet provide reliable balance and stability—
yet, it remains extremely portable.
• Compact design makes it easy to fit on the countertop or store away.

Model
55511

Description
Blade assembly

Handle design uses
leverage to make a
quick and easy cut
All-metal construction
stands up to commercialkitchen abuse

Thumbscrews make
disassembly easy for
thorough cleaning

Core Cutter

The Easy Flowering Onion Cutter’s sidekick
The Core Cutter easily removes the onion core,
creating a space to add a ramekin filled with
delicious dipping sauce. Unit comes with two
different core cutter sizes—23⁄4" and 13⁄4"—
and an adapter that works for smaller onions.
Replacement parts are available through
Nemco’s 24-hour Zip Program.
Nemco reserves the right to make design,
specification or model changes without notice.

Stainless-steel
blades hold a
clean, sharp edge

“Exceeding your expectations”
Suction-cup feet firmly grip
to the counter surface for
stability, but easily release
to make the unit portable
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